# Tracker | Status | Priority | Subject | Assignee | Updated
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
21911 | Bug report | Open | Normal | Invalid value for Custom Variables in "Read Me.rtf" in Mac OSX 3.4.6 dmg | 2019-05-15 10:15 PM
21904 | Feature request | Open | Low | Suggest update only if is available for the current OS | Denis Rouzaud 2019-04-23 02:20 AM
21712 | Bug report | Feedback | High | QGIS Mac crashes when quitting | Denis Rouzaud 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
21711 | Bug report | Open | Normal | Quit menu disabled in QGIS Mac | Denis Rouzaud 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
21564 | Feature request | Feedback | Normal | since 2.18 was deprecated, the latest Mac versions are unavailable | 2019-03-12 11:53 AM
21562 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | opening filesystem dialogs very slow on MacOS | 2019-03-31 10:28 PM
21455 | Bug report | Open | Normal | macOS: Error when attempting to connect spatialite DB in DB manager | 2019-03-04 07:58 PM
21450 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | GDAL Complete 2.4 frameworks not available on kyngchaos.com | 2019-03-04 08:41 PM
21406 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | QGIS 3 dialog size to small when when adding features to shape | 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
21359 | Bug report | Open | Normal | Popped Out Panels Can't be Re-docked | 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
21285 | Bug report | Open | Normal | SVG icon size and position in MAC | 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
20705 | Bug report | Open | Normal | r.reclass Grass tool not working | 2019-03-30 08:52 PM
20615 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | Mac OS QGIS installer cannot find python 3.6 | Denis Rouzaud 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
20535 | Bug report | Open | Normal | QCA init crash with bundled Qt AND installed Qt | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
20380 | Bug report | Open | Normal | Tiny Identify Results window | Denis Rouzaud 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
19546 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | QGIS 3 slow on macOS at high resolutions | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
19265 | Bug report | Open | High | Crash on open - Mac OSX High Sierra | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
18535 | Bug report | Open | Normal | [osx][layouts] "Page Setup" and "Print..." not doing anything | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
18430 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | Multiple extension and plugin bug QGIS3 osx | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM
17773 | Bug report | Feedback | Normal | No Retina / HiDPI support in 2.99 on osx | 2019-03-09 10:34 AM